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Abstract. The intensity-hue-saturation (IHS) and Brovey transforms are
two widespread image fusion methods in the remote sensing community.
However, both are sensitive to the characteristics of the analyzed area.
Restated, they often face color distortion problems with fused images.
This work investigates models representing the color space in images.
Schemes governing saturation change during fusion are also evaluated
to derive the correct saturation values for each pixel in a fused image. In
addition, algorithms that compensate distorted saturation values for dis-
tinct image fusion methods are derived and discussed. Methods to ex-
tend current image fusion methods to any arbitrary order are also out-
lined. Finally, an illustrative example of a fused SPOT image
demonstrates the color distortion problem while an IKONOS image is
adopted to evaluate various contemporary image fusion methods.
© 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1355956]
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1 Introduction

With the development of new imaging sensors, a mean
ful fusion method for all employed imaging sources b
comes necessary. Image fusion is a novel means of c
bining the spectral information of a coarse-resolution ima
with the spatial resolution of a finer image. The resulti
merged image is a product that synergistically combines
best features of each of its components. Previous litera
describes various methods for merging the high-resolu
panchromatic image with low-resolution multispectr
images.1–6 Owing to their efficiency and implementation
the intensity-hue-saturation~IHS! image fusion1–3 and
Brovey transform2,7 are the two most popular fusion meth
ods for remote sensing images. To reach image fus
goals, the IHS method uses three low-resolution multisp
tral images in distinct bands and transforms them into
IHS space. The intensity component of the IHS space
then replaced by the high-resolution panchromatic im
and transformed back into the original RGB space w
previous H and S components. Meanwhile, the Brov
transform is a simple fusion method that preserves the r
tive spectral contributions of each pixel, but replaces
overall brightness with the high-resolution panchroma
image. Although these two methods have been employe
standard procedures in many commercial packages,
are sensitive to the characteristics of the analyzed area,
they suffer from spectral degradation or color distorti
problems.

This investigation presents a relatively detailed study
dicating that the color distortion problem arises from t
change of the saturation during the fusion process. To
fectively resolve this shortcoming, the influence of satu
tion on the IHS, Brovey, and other image fusion method
derived and discussed. Meanwhile, an efficient satura
720 Opt. Eng. 40(5) 720–728 (May 2001) 0091-3286/2001/$15.0
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compensation scheme is presented that obtains a h
resolution fused image without spectral degradation. H
to extend order three image fusion methods to any arbitr
order is also discussed. Finally, experimental results
distinct image fusion methods are demonstrated. The s
ration compensation scheme obviously performs sign
cantly better than the existing method for the SPOT a
IKONOS images.

2 New Look to IHS Image Fusion

Several different mathematical representations of the tra
formation can convert RGB tristimulus values into the p
rameters of human color perception and vice versa.5 Be-
yond their computational speeds, these algorithms di
mainly in the choice of coordinate systems~cylindrical or
spherical coordinates!, the primary color used as the hu
reference point, and the method used in calculating the
tensity component of the transformations. A typical RG
IHS conversion system is the following

F I
n1
n2

G5F 1/3 1/3 1/3

2&/6 2&/6 2&/6

1/& 21/& 0
G F R

G
B
G ~1!

and

F R
G
B
G5F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F I

n1
n2

G . ~2!
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Tu et al.: Efficient intensity-hue-saturation-based image . . .
Variablesn1 andn2 in Eqs.~1! and ~2! can be considered
as x and y axes in the Cartesian coordinate system, wh
intensity I indicates thez axis. In this way, the hue~H! and
saturation~S! can be represented by

H5tan21S n2

n1D and S5~n121n22!1/2. ~3!

2.1 IHS Image Fusion With Efficient Computation

Let R0, G0, B0, n10 , andn20 represent the correspondin
values for the resized original image. In the IHS ima
fusion method, the intensity component of the IHS spac
replaced by the high-resolution panchromatic image~Pan!
and transformed back into the original RGB space with
previous H and S components. That is,

F Rnew

Gnew

Bnew

G5F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F Pan

n10

n20

G . ~4!

Directly implementing the IHS method in Eq.~4! re-
quires numerous multiplication and addition operatio
making it computationally inefficient. To develop a comp
tationally efficient method without the coordinate transfo
mation, Eq.~4! can be rewritten as

F Rnew

Gnew

Bnew

G5F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F I1~Pan-I!

n10

n20

G
5F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F I1d

n10

n20

G
5F R01d

G01d
B01d

G ~5!

whered5Pan2I. Equation~5! states that the fused imag
@Rnew,Gnew,Bnew#T can be easily obtained from the resiz
original image@R0,G0,B0#

T, simply by addition. Hence the
IHS methods are implemented efficiently.

2.2 Effect of Saturation in IHS Image Fusion

A feature of the IHS method~and also many other imag
fusion methods! is that the color of the image may b
changed following fusion. This phenomenon is termed
color distortion problem herein. Numerous previous expe
ments also encountered this problem, indicating that
saturation of images fused by using Eq.~4! is higher or
lower than the original value in the multispectral imag
However, simply partitioning Eq.~4! as

F Rnew

Gnew

Bnew

G5FPan
Pan
Pan

G1F 21/& 1/&

21/& 21/&

& 0
G Fn10

n20
G ~6!

reveals that both H and S defined by Eq.~3! are preserved
during fusion. However, since all the R, G, and B of t
fused image may be changed during fusion, the new s
ration value cannot be obtained directly through the
values ofn1 and n2. Therefore the saturation preservin
property in Eq.~4! produces a distorted saturation value f
the new~fused! image, a confused imperfection of the IH
method.

An alternative RGB-IHS conversion system rotates
RGB cube until the horizontal plane is parallel to the Ma
well triangle and the vertical axis lies on the gray line of t
RGB cube. This conversion system can be represented8

I5~R1G1B!/3 ~7!

H5H cos21~a!, if G>R

2p2cos21~a!, if G<R
,

a5
~2B2G2R!/2

@~B2G!21~B2R!~G2R!#1/2 ~8!

and

S512
3 min~R,G,B!

R1G1B
. ~9!

The relation of Eqs.~1!–~3! and~7!–~9! was derived by
Ledley.9 These two RGB-IHS conversion systems diff
mainly in their representations of the saturation. In Eqs.~1!
through ~3!, pixels with identical (n121n22)1/2 have the
same saturation value, which is independent of the inten
I. These points form a saturation barrel in the IHS space
the conversion system in Eqs.~7!–~9!, pixels with identical
(n121n22)1/2 are located on the surface of a saturati
cone with saturation values proportional to distinct inten
ties. To discover how the hue and saturation change du
the image fusion process,d in Eq. ~5! can be substituted
into Eqs.~8! and~9! and the notations defined before it ca
be adopted. Following image fusion,a in Eq. ~8! can be
recalculated as
a85
~2~B01d!2~G01d!2~R01d!!/2

$@~B01d!2~G01d!#21@~B01d!2~R01d!#@~G01d!2~R01d!#%1/2

5
~2B02G02R0!/2

@~B02G0!
21~B02R0!~G02R0!#

1/25a0 . ~10!
721Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 5, May 2001
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Equation~10! indicates that the hue H for the fused ima
using Eqs.~7!–~9! is unchanged, i.e., the same as that
the original multispectral color image, when I is replac
by Pan. Therefore the hue H in images fused by Eq.~4! is
always correct. In contrast, by Eq.~9!

S0512
3X0

R01G01B0
5

I2X0

I
, ~11!

where X0 denotes the minimal among R0, G0, and B0.
When substitutingd and corresponding notations into E
~11!, the new value of the saturation becomes

S1512
3 min~R01d,G01d,B01d!

R01G01B013d

512
3~X01d!

R01G01B013d
5

I2X0

Pan
. ~12!

Obviously, the saturation changes when PanÞI. The differ-
ence between these two values is

DS5S82S05S I2X0

Pan D2S I2X0

I D52~ I2X0!
d

Pan3I
.

~13!

SinceX0 is the smallest value among R0, G0, and B0,
I-X0 in Eq. ~13! must be positive. HenceDS is negative if
d is positive and vice versa. Consequently,d is crucial in
the color distortion problem. Since Pan rarely equals Id
does not generally equal zero. At this point, the satura
of the fused image changes and the color distortion pr
lem appears.

2.3 An Efficient Saturation Compensate Method

In the RGB-IHS conversion system presented in Eqs.~1!–
~3!, multiplying bothn1 andn2 by factork will scale the
saturation byk while the hue remains unchanged. That

Ĥ5tan21S n̂2

n̂1D5tan21S k•n2

k•n1D5H, ~14!

Ŝ5~ n̂121 n̂22!1/25@~k•n1!21~k•n2!2#1/2

5k•~n121n22!1/25k•S. ~15!

The idea demonstrated in Eqs.~14! and~15! can be used to
compensate for the distorted saturation value produced
Eqs.~4! or ~5!. This saturation compensation can be acco
722 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 5, May 2001
y

plished simply by shifting S0 to S8 or multiplying a factor
(11DS/S0) into Eq. ~6!. That is

F Rs

Gs

Bs

G5FPan
Pan
Pan

G1S 11
DS

S0
D F 21/& 1/&

21/& 21/&

& 0
G Fn10

n20
G , ~16!

where@Rs,Gs,Bs#
T is the resulting saturation-compensat

fused image. In Eq.~16!, although the hue remains un
changed, the saturation S0 is compensated to S8. This pro-
cess obtains an image fusion with compensated satura
Moreover, since 11DS/S05I/Pan, Eq.~16! can be rewrit-
ten as follows,

F Rs

Gs

Bs

G5F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F Pan

g8•n10

g8•n20

G
5F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F g8•I1~Pan2g8•I!

g8•n10

g8•n20

G
5g8•F R

G
B
G1F g9

g9
g9

G , ~17!

whereg85I/Pan511DS/S0 and g95Pan2g8•I, respec-
tively.

Equation~17! requires only one scalar matrix multipli
cation and one matrix addition. Hence it is an efficie
saturation-compensated image fusion process.

3 Brovey Transform and the Other Color-Space
Image Fusion

3.1 Effect of Saturation in Brovey Transform

This section presents a brief overview of the Brovey tra
form and its link with saturation compensation. The Brov
transform is a simple image fusion method that preser
the relative spectral contributions of each pixel, but
places its overall brightness with the high-resolution pa
chromatic image. Brovey image fusion is defined as2,7

F Rnew

Gnew

Bnew

G5g•F R0

G0

B0

G5
Pan

I F R0

G0

B0

G , ~18!
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whereg5Pan/I51/g8. To evaluate the effect of saturatio
for this transform, Eqs.~1!–~3! can be substituted into Eq
~18! to obtain an IHS-like form as follows:

F Rnew

Gnew

Bnew

G5g•F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F I

n10

n20

G
5F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F Pan

g•n10

g•n20

G . ~19!

Equation~19! demonstrates that although the hue for t
fused image using Brovey transform is unchanged,
saturation is changed to

S95g•~n10
21n20

2!1/25g•S0. ~20!

However, substituting Eq.~18! into ~8! and ~9!, respec-
tively, reveals the interesting fact that both the new valu
of the hue and saturation equal the original values in IH
That is

a95
~2Bnew2Gnew2Rnew!/2

@~Bnew2Gnew!21~Bnew2Rnew!~Gnew2Rnew!#1/2

5
g•~2B02G02R0!/2

g•@~B02G0!
21~B02R0!1~G02R0!#

1/2

5
~2B02G02R0!/2

@~B02G0!
21~B02R0!~G02R0!#

1/25a0 ~21!

S9512
3 min~Rnew,Gnew,Bnew!

Rnew1Gnew1Bnew

512
3 min~g•R0,g•G0,g•B0!

g•~R01G01B0!

512
3 min~R0,G0,B0!

R01G01B0
5S0. ~22!

Therefore, the saturation compensation in this system
be directly shifted from S9 to S8 by multiplying a factor
(g82g) into Eq. ~18!. That is
F Rs

Gs

Bs

G5F Rnew

Gnew

Bnew

G1~g82g!F 21/& 1/&

21/& 21/&

& 0
G Fn10

n20
G

5g•F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F I

n10

n20

G
1~g82g!F 21/& 1/&

21/& 21/&

& 0
G Fn10

n20
G

5FPan
Pan
Pan

G1g8•F 21/& 1/&

21/& 21/&

& 0
G Fn10

n20
G

5F 1 21/& 1/&

1 21/& 21/&

1 & 0
G F Pan

g8•n10

g8•n20

G
@ identical to Eq. ~17!#. ~23!

In summary, the saturation relationship among the I
@Eqs. ~4! or ~5!#, Brovey transform, and the compensatio
method developed herein@Eq. ~17!# are

S05g•S8 ~24!

for the original IHS and saturation compensation meth
and

S95g2
•S8 ~25!

for the Brovery transform and saturation compensat
method.

Consequently, the color distortion problem is most se
ous in the Brovey transform and lightly better in the IH
method. The saturation compensated method can c
pletely solve the color distortion problem.

3.2 Saturation Compensation in the Other Color-
Space Image Fusion

The saturation compensation formulation described be
can be extended to other color spaces, such as a YIQ c
television system10 and a pseudo Karhunen-Loeve~KL !
color coordinate system.11

3.2.1 YIQ color coordinate system

YIQ is the color coordinate system of the National Tele
sion System Committee~NTSC! television standard define
as10
723Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 5, May 2001
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FY
I
Q
G5F 0.299 0.587 0.114

0.596 20.274 20.322

0.211 20.523 0.312
G F R

G
B
G ~26!

H5tan21S Q

I D and S5~ I21Q2!1/2. ~27!

The hue and saturation here are defined differently to
IHS system in Eqs.~1! and~2!. The inverse transformation
from YIQ to RGB can be calculated by multiplying th
YIQ values by the inverse of the above matrix, i.e.,

F R
G
B
G5F 1 0.956 0.621

1 20.273 20.647

1 21.104 1.701
G FY

I
Q
G . ~28!

Architecturally, Eq.~28! also can be partitioned into tw
distinct spaces as

F R
G
B
G5FY

Y
Y
G1F 0.956 0.621

20.273 20.647

21.104 1.701
G F I

QG . ~29!

Similarly, a YIQ image fusion with compensated sat
ration can be constructed by replacing Y by Pan. That

F Rs

Gs

Bs

G5F 1 0.956 0.621

1 20.273 20.647

1 21.104 1.701
G F Pan

ĝ8•I
ĝ8•Q

G
5ĝ8•F R

G
B
G1F ĝ9

ĝ9
ĝ9

G . ~30!

The compensation factors used here areĝ85Y/Pan and
ĝ95Pan2ĝ8•Y, respectively.

3.3 Pseudo Karhunen-Loeve Color Coordinate
System

Generally, the color components in the RGB coordin
system are strongly correlated with each other. If
second-order statistics of the image are known, deriving
orthogonal color coordinate system by the KL transform
tion is possible. However, considering the difficulty of e
724 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 5, May 2001
timating the color covariance for each individual, a com
promise is to estimate the covariance of a general im
and find the KL transformation for that image. Such
pseudo KL transform, given in Ref. 11, is illustrated
follows:

FPC1
PC2
PC3

G5F 1/3 1/3 1/3

1/2 0 21/2

21/4 1/2 21/4
G F R

G
B
G . ~31!

Its inverse transformation is then given by

F R
G
B
G5F 1 1 22/3

1 0 4/3

1 21 22/3
G FPC1

PC2
PC3

G
5FPC1

PC1
PC1

G1F 1 22/3

0 4/3

21 22/3
G FPC2

PC3G . ~32!

Proceeding as before, a pseudo KL image fusion with co
pensated saturation can be derived as

F Rs

Gs

Bs

G5F 1 1 22/3

1 0 4/3

1 21 22/3
G F Pan

g̃8•PC2
g̃8•PC3

G5g̃8•F R
G
B
G1F g̃9

g̃9
g̃9

G ,

~33!

where the compensation factors areg̃85PC1/Pan andg̃9
5Pan2g̃8•PC1, respectively.

3.4 Order Consideration

Most contemporary image fusion techniques, such as
and YIQ, focus on three-band multispectral images, and
considered order three because they employ a 333 matrix
as their transform kernel. The pseudo KL transform can
applied to remote sensing images with an arbitrary num
of bands, so its order is arbitrary. The Brovey transfo
does not require a transform kernel and can handle an
bitrary number of bands, so its order is also arbitrary. I
age fusion techniques with an arbitrary order are adva
geous because they can easily handle higher order rem
sensing images like the hyperspectral or multispectral
ages with more than three bands. A merit of the meth
proposed herein lies not only on its color compensat
capability for fused images but also its ability to exte
traditional three order transformations to arbitrary order
we consider the fusion of remote sensing images only,
proposed method does not need to calculate the transfo
tion kernel. Some examples are listed as follows.
For arbitrary order IHS:
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Fi ,IHS5Mi1b1 , ~34!

whereMi denotes the resized hyperspectral or multispec
image of bandi, b15Pan2k, k5((1/l )( i 51

l M i), and l
represents the order or the number of bands.
For Brover transform:

Fi ,Brover5a1•Mi ~35!

a15
Pan

k
. ~36!

And for saturation compensation method developed her

Fi ,SC5a2•Mi1b2 ~37!

a25k/Pan andb25Pan2a2•k. ~38!

These parametersa1 , a2 , b1 , andb2 , can be viewed as
spatially variable gain factors.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experiment 1

The most widely applied fusion procedure is the merging
a panchromatic SPOT image with three-color SPOT im
ery or multispectral LANDSAT™ imagery. The first ex
periment presents an example of a fused SPOT imag
highlight the color distortion problem. The test images us
herein include 10-m resolution panchromatic and 20
color images of a rural area of Taichung, Taiwan, collec
on 4 March 1994 by SPOT satellite. The size of the t
image is 5123512 pixels for the panchromatic image an
is displayed in Fig. 1. Figure 2~a! presents the resized thre
color imagery of the dotted area in Fig. 1 while Figs. 2~b!–

Fig. 1 The panchromatic SPOT image.
l

,

o

2~d! illustrate the fusion results by Brovey transform, IH
and our IHS with saturation compensation~IHS-SC!
method, respectively. Comparing spatial effect reveals
the results of the three methods share the same de
River, houses, streets, and so on are evident in the fu
images using all three methods. Compared to the orig
color image, the color of the fused image is clearly d
torted for the two former methods~with reds darkening!,
and only the IHS-SC image provides the correct color
fect. The red areas in the IHS-SC image have almost
same color and brightness as those in the original th
color SPOT imagery. Meanwhile, the color of the reside
tial areas is also almost identical in Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!.

At present, no quantitative methods have been found
current literature to evaluate the performance of vario
image fusion techniques. Most of the evaluation is based
visual examination. In this work we use the correlation c
efficients between the original resized three-color imag
and the merged three-color image as an index for the
rectness of spectral quality. For spatial quality evaluati
we have calculated the correlation coefficients between
panchromatic image and the intensity image of the mer
image as another index. Correlation coefficients for
three image fusion methods are depicted in Tables 1 an
These metrics verify our previous discussion that the IH
Brovey transform, and IHS-SC can preserve almost all
the spatial information that Pan has in the fused image,
must face a color distortion problem, which is the wo
resulted by the Brovey transform.

4.2 Experiment 2

For local environmental applications, both the spect
resolution and good spatial resolution are necessary.
second experiment conducted in this section is based on
new IKONOS image and designed specifically to ma
various comparisons among several variations of IHS
age fusion. Eight image fusion methods compared in t
experiment include Brovey transform~BT!, principal com-
ponents analysis~PCA! image fusion, IHS, YIQ, pseudo
KL ~PKL!, IHS with saturation compensation~IHS-SC!,
YIQ with saturation compensation~YIQ-SC! and pseudo
KL with saturation compensation~PKL-SC!. Reasons for
selecting these methods for comparison are as follows:

1. comparing IHS-SC against BT, PCA, and IHS de
onstrates the color distortion problem,

2. comparing IHS against YIQ and PKL demonstrat
the equality among these three methods, and

3. comparing IHS-SC against YIQ-SC and PKL-S
demonstrates that the saturation compensa
method developed herein, when giving distinct p
rameters, can be applied to any contemporary im
fusion methods.

The test images, a 1-m resolution panchromatic and 4
color image of Beijing, China, were collected on 22 Oct
ber 1999 by Space Imaging’s IKONOS satellite. Figure
displays the test panchromatic image while Fig. 4~a! pre-
sents its resized multispectral image of the dotted area~us-
ing R, G, B bands only!. Meanwhile, Figs. 4~b!–4~i!
725Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 5, May 2001
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726 Optical Engi
Fig. 2 Color composites of: (a) the resized SPOT XS image; (b) the fused image using the Brovey
transform, (c) the fused image using the IHS method, and (d) the fused image using the IHS-SC
method.
Table 1 The correlation coefficients between three-color (R, G, and
B) resized SPOT images and images fused by distinct methods and
their average values.

R G B Average

IHS 0.7692 0.8824 0.8657 0.8391

BT 0.5095 0.8751 0.8781 0.7542

IHS-SC 0.9587 0.9651 0.9654 0.9631

Table 2 The correlation coefficients between the panchromatic im-
age and the intensity image of the merged image.

IHS BT IHS-SC

0.9868 0.9875 0.9852
neering, Vol. 40 No. 5, May 2001
Fig. 3 The panchromatic IKONOS image.
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Fig. 4 Color composites of: (a) the resized multispectral IKONOS image, and of the fused image using
(b) BT, (c) PCA, (d) IHS, (e) YIQ, (f) PKL, (g) IHS-SC, (h) YIQ-SC, and (i) PKL-SC.
y
en-
e

or-
ex-

ther
illustrate the fusion results by image fusion methods@Figs.
4~a!–4~h!# listed previously. The color distortion mainl
involves green and red. Also, only the saturation comp
sation method~s! can provide the correct color effects in th
fused image~s!.
5 Conclusion

This work presents a novel image fusion process that inc
porates saturation compensation. The mathematical and
perimental results for the test images agree closely. Fur
727Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 5, May 2001
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experiments using SPOT and IKONOS data reach sim
conclusions. Consequently, the effect of saturation is
tremely sensitive to the characteristics of the analyzed a
and generally presents difficulties in image fusion wor
The method proposed herein not only solves this prob
but also gives the ability to extend present image fus
methods to arbitrary order.
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